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Mexico- The Secret Free Trade Giant
Marc Rieker*
I. INTRODUCTION
In days when everybody is looking to China and calling it "the up-
coming factory for the world," one may overlook that this picture has
already become true for another country: Mexico. Despite the fact
that Mexico cannot compete with China in terms of cheap labor cost,
Mexico nevertheless has an attribute that attracts many foreign inves-
tors: low labor costs in connection with a remarkable amount of free
trade agreements around the globe.
Much has happened in the last twenty years. Mexico has made a
dramatic transition from a shielded agricultural country to the ninth
largest economy in the world and the seventh leading exporter.1 Step
by step, Mexico entered into Free Trade Agreements with neighbors
in North, Central, and South America, as well as with Europe and
Israel. This network of agreements promotes foreign direct invest-
ment and the incorporation of Mexican content into export products.
Nowadays, native Mexican products reach more than 860 million con-
sumers in thirty-two countries under preferential conditions, which is
more than sixty percent of the world's gross domestic product.2 As a
matter of fact, Mexico is the only country in the world with preferen-
tial access to the largest markets in the world, the United States and
the European Union, and to the emerging economies in Latin
America.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The Significance of the Automotive Sector
Most notably the automotive sector took advantage of the possibili-
ties which arose in Mexico. Recently many models from manufactur-
* The author is a German lawyer who received his LL.M. degree at the University of San
Diego. He passed the New York Bar Exam in 2003 and practices corporate law at the law firm of
ARCON Rechtsanwilte Schmidt-Sibeth Heisse Weisskopf Kursawe in Diisseldorf, Germany.
1. Numbers refer to 2001: 1.USA 1.191 Trillion US$, 2. EU 1.787 Trillion US$, 3. Japan 753
Billion US$, 4. China 510 Billion US$, 5. Canada 487 Billion US$, 6. Hong Kong 399 Billion
US$, 7. Mexico 335 Billion US$.
2. See http://www.nafinsa.com/finsafreetrade.htm.
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ers like Ford, General Motors,3 Chrysler,4 Volkswagen, 5 BMW,
Renault-Nissan, 6 and Honda have been produced exclusively in Mex-
ico for shipment around the globe. Hence, in 2000 Mexico became
the tenth largest automotive producer in the world with a production
of two million vehicles annually, of which more than seventy percent
are manufactured for export. Accordingly, this is the second largest
exporting sector behind electronics and electronic equipment with an
amount of 32.3 billion dollars,7 representing twenty percent of all
exports.8
B. Existing Free Trade Agreements and Prospects
Mexico has the highest proportion of duty free exports worldwide.
About ninety-four percent of the products exported by Mexico do not
pay any import duties since 2003. Altogether, Mexico has negotiated
ten free trade agreements with thiry-two countries: Chile (1992, ex-
panded 1998); the United States and Canada (The North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 1994); Bolivia (1995); Costa Rica
(1995); Colombia and Venezuela (The Group of Three, 1995); Nicara-
gua (1998); the European Union (Mexican European Free Trade
Agreement (MEFTA), 2000); Israel (2000); Iceland, Norway, Liech-
tenstein, and Switzerland (EFTA, 2001); Guatemala, Honduras, and
El Salvador (Northern Triangle, 2001).
C. The Rules of Origin
The Rules of Origin are essential for free trade agreements. The
Mexican trade partners are willing to grant duty free status to native
Mexican products, but not to any foreign products that entered the
country merely in transit. What is the product's status, if the product
was imported unassembled, and then put together in Mexico? Does
this constitute a Mexican product? If not, does the outcome change if
not all components of the assembled product were imported, but only
3. General Motors is even Mexico's single largest private employer.
4. Chrysler is producing the PT Cruiser exclusively in Mexico.
5. Volkswagen has invested substantially in their manufacturing operations in Puebla over the
last 6 years amounting to 1 billion US$. This is the only assembly plant for the New Beetle and
one of VW's assembly locations for the successful Jetta/Bora/Golf platform.
6. Nissan completed an 800 million US$ project to move all production of the Sentra/Sunny
compact platform for the Western Hemisphere to its factory in Aguascalientes. Along with its
new partner, Renault, Nissan builts the Megana Scenic minivan in the Cuernavaca factory since
2002, and the Renault Clio in Aguascalientes since 2003.
7. Refers to 2000, source: Banco de Mexico.
8. Available at www.naftaworks.org (stating that according to the Ministry of Economy at the
Embassy of Mexico in Washington, D.C., the total exports amounted to 158.4 billions US$).
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a certain percentage of them were imported, and the rest consists of
original Mexican products?
To answer these questions, knowledge of which requirements exist
for products to be considered as native Mexican goods, in light of the
different free trade agreements is necessary. Generally speaking, the
Rules of Origin seek to assign origin to the country domiciling the last
significant economic activity in the product. To be significant, the
most recent activity need not contribute the most value, it must only
impart enough value to establish that the country has a genuine eco-
nomic stake in the product.
In the following, the author will exemplify the Rules of Origin of
each Mexican free trade agreement through road-licensed motor vehi-
cles. After this analysis, one should be able to specify if the general
structure is the same among all free trade agreements, or if there are
alternative approaches available to determine the origin of goods and
in what respect these determinations deviate from the general rule.
Just as for all other products, the road-licensed motor vehicles ex-
ported from, or imported into, a country are assigned product codes
derived from the internationally-agreed Harmonized Tariff System
(HTS) nomenclature. The all-encompassing HTS has been adopted
by most GATT-countries and is based upon a structural model of
manufacturing processes, rather than upon how products are grouped
in the marketplace. The HTS-Headings 8703.21-8703.90 represents,
by far, the most produced road-licensed motor vehicle for two to four
persons.
1. North American Free Trade Agreement
The NAFTA Rules of Origin for automotive products are based on
a tariff change and a regional value-content requirement. The tariff
change instrument, which is used to determine the origin of goods, is
an American invention and was first initiated in the Canada-United
States Free Trade Agreement (CFTA). 9 The concept means that
whenever items of third party origin are transformed to a degree that
their tariff classification under the HTS changes, then those items
originate in the country where this transformation has occurred.
Previously in the United States, the origin of goods has typically
been determined through the doctrine of "substantial transforma-
tion." 10 According to this doctrine, the foreign origin of an end prod-
uct is lost if through a process of manufacturing in another country the
9. Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement, U.S.-Can., art. 301.
10. See Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n. v. United States, 207 U.S. 556 (1908).
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foreign components are substantially transformed into this new prod-
uct. The transformed end product then originates in the country
where the substantial transformation has occurred. Due to the sys-
tem's inherent imprecision, this approach has not been taken over in
the NAFTA.
Like in NAFTA, necessary regional content has been used in CFTA
as an additional requirement besides the tariff change. As in CFTA's
modern counterpart, it is not mandatory for all, but only certain
goods. However, unlike the tariff change condition, the regional
value-content is not a CFTA invention. The idea that products need
regional content to classify as native goods of a particular country is
obvious and has been included in other countries' Rules of Origin
before."
Article 401of the NAFTA sets forth the starting point and defines
which products classify as originating goods. According to Article
401(a), 12 all goods wholly obtained or produced entirely inside the
NAFTA region originate there. As we can see in the definition of
these goods in Article 415, this rule applies mainly to minerals, agri-
cultural goods, live animals, and fish. Other products, besides these
natural goods, are covered in Article 401(c); 13 namely goods that are
produced entirely in the NAFTA region exclusively from originating
materials. For instance, this means products which totally consist of
regional materials or components, such as motor-vehicles with only
Mexican modules. Although automobiles could be produced in Mex-
ico exclusively with Mexican parts and thereby classify as originating
goods under Article 401(C), 14 foreign manufactures with plants in
Mexico want to use the advantage to include their technology and
know-how from their plants and suppliers outside Mexico. The aim
for these manufacturers is therefore to use as many modules from
outside Mexico as possible, and only as many Mexican parts as it is
necessary. For this reason, these companies are very sensitive against
increases in mandatory regional value-content.
Hence, a significant part of the automobiles consist of non-originat-
ing materials. Article 401(b)15 names the requirements to achieve
originating goods' status despite this impurity: change of tariff classifi-
11. See for instance Resolution 78 of the Committee of ALADI (Association for Latin Amer-
ican Integration).
12. North American Free Trade Agreement, Dec. 17, 1992, art. 401(a), 1992 WL 812389, *1
[hereinafter NAFTA].
13. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 401(c), 1992 WL 812389 at *1.
14. Id.
15. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 401(b), 1992 WL 812389 at *1.
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cation set out in Annex 40116 and "other applicable requirements of
this Chapter". The latter basically refers to Article 402,17 the regional
value content. Annex 40118 determines inter alia which kind of tariff
change is required. It can be a necessary change from another chapter
of the HTS, meaning that the finished product must be assigned to
another chapter of the HTS than its components, or just from any
other heading. Clearly, the latter is easier to accomplish. The rule of
origin under Annex 40119 for HTS-Heading 8703.21-8703.90 states
that it is necessary to have a change "from any other heading, pro-
vided there is a regional value content of not less than 50 percent
under the net cost method." Because the single auto components,
which are assigned to HTS-Heading 8708, clearly undergo a change in
the HTS to Heading 8703.21-8703.90 when they finally become a com-
plete automobile, this first requirement would hardly be a hurdle to
achieve an originating Mexican car even if it would consist entirely of
foreign parts.
Accordingly, there must be another requirement to guarantee that
the NAFTA members benefit from foreign manufacturers that pro-
duce inside NAFTA countries and want to include as many foreign
components as possible in their end product. Thus, the regional
value-content rule comes into play. The exact percentage of necessary
regional value-content can be found in the aforementioned Annex
401,20 which contains specific Rules of Origin and literally takes the
complete HTS and adds at each heading the percentage of regional
value that is required for this product to classify as an originating
NAFTA good. As stated before, Annex 40121 names for HTS Head-
ing 8703.21-8703.90 the amount of fifty percent under the net cost
method. However, this percentage is no longer up to date. There is a
special provision for automotive goods, namely Article 40322 which
requires 62.5 percent regional value content for inter alia HTS Head-
ing 8703.21-8703.90 beginning in 2002 to the present.23
This regional value-content must be calculated by using the net cost
method. 24 Normally manufacturers have the choice between the net
cost method and the less difficult manipuable transaction value
16. NAFTA, supra note 11, Annex 401, 1992 WL 812410.
17. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 402, 1992 WL 812389 *2-*4.
18. NAFTA, supra note 11, Annex 401, 1992 WL 812410.
19. NAFTA, supra note 11, Annex 401, 1992 WL 812410, *89.
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. NAFTA, supra note 11, art 403, 1992 WL 812389, *4.
23. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 403(5)(a)(i), 1992 WL 812389, at *5.
24. NAFTA, supra note 11, arts. 402(3), 402(8), & 403(1), WL 1992 812389, at *2-*4.
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method. The NAFTA net cost method starts with a product's net
costs to determine its regional value content. The value of non-
originating materials is then subtracted. Although there are three dif-
ferent calculation methods for the net costs, 25 this basically means the
total cost less expenses of sales promotion, marketing, after-sales ser-
vice, royalties, shipping and packing, non-allowable interest charges,
and other "excluded costs."
Tracing of all parts ensures greater accuracy in calculating the re-
gional value content. By tracking the value of major automotive com-
ponents and subassemblies imported into the NAFTA region, the
non-originating value of these components and subassemblies is re-
flected in the regional value calculation of the motor vehicle or in auto
parts destined for original equipment use. This significantly limits the
phenomenon known as "roll-up" and "roll-down," whereby the full
value of goods is counted as originating or non-originating content
even though they actually contain a mix of originating and non-
originating materials. For those components subject to tracing, non-
originating (non-NAFTA region) value will remain non-originating
through stages of assembly to the time when the regional value con-
tent of the motor vehicle is calculated. The value of traceable auto-
motive parts is determined at the time the non-originating
components are received by the first person in Canada, Mexico, or the
United States who takes title to them after importation from outside
the NAFTA region.26 The value of the components will be deter-
mined in accordance with standard valuation norms and will generally
be the transaction value.
Hence, the motor vehicle, according to HTS Heading 8703.21-
8703.90, must contain 62.5 percent of Mexican components and un-
dergo a simple tariff change inside Mexico through assembly to clas-
sify as an originating Mexican product.
2. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement
The Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement was negotiated in 1991
and implemented in 1992. It was Mexico's first free trade agreement.
In 1998 both countries expanded this agreement to cover sectors that
were left out on the negotiations in 1991. Because previous agree-
ments were based on the Association for Latin American Integration
(ALADI) framework, the 1992 free trade agreement contained a ref-
erence to the Rules of Origin established in Resolution 78 of the
25. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 402(8), 1992 WL 812389, *3.
26. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 403(1), 1992 WL 812389. at *4.
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ALADI Committee. Currently, the Agreement covers the Rules of
Origin established in chapter 4 without any reference to ALADI, but
like the ALADI and NAFTA approach the Rules of Origin are based
on tariff changes under the Harmonized Tariff System 27 and regional
value-content requirement. 28
Article 4-03 of the Agreement subdivides native goods into goods
that are produced or obtained entirely in the territory of one of the
parties, 29 goods that are produced in this territory exclusively of
materials that classify as native ones, 30 and products that contain non-
native materials but fulfill further conditions, 31 such as tariff change
and regional value-content. Thus, this treaty basically mirrors the dis-
tinction set forth in NAFTA.32 The first category of goods mainly re-
fers to minerals, agricultural goods, live animals, and fish. The second
refers to other goods that are produced entirely in the parties region
exclusively from originating materials. The third refers to those goods
with foreign components, like the motor vehicle example. Unlike
NAIFTA or ALADI, a tariff change for the latter category is not re-
quired in any case. For some goods it is determined that the regional
value content suffices for the good to become a native good.33
The necessary regional content-value is located in Annex 4-03
which contains a modified HTS with included conditions similar to the
NAFTA system. Unlike the NAFTA modified HTS, this one is less
detailed and does not list every possible HTS-Heading. For instance,
the general HTS-Heading 87.03 lists no further subdivision into HTS-
Headings 8703.21 to 8703.90, and hence also covers them. That
means, that for all goods with the heading starting number 8703 the
same conditions apply. According to heading 8703, no change in the
tariff system is required, if the regional content is not smaller than
thirty-two percent according to the transaction value method34 or
twenty-six percent pursuant to the net cost method.35 The formula for
both calculation methods is the same as in NAFTA.36 Consequently,
in contrast to NAFTA, the manufacturer can choose which formula he
wants to use for the calculation of the regional value. As in NAFTA,
27. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-02(1)(a).
28. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-04.
29. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-03(1)(a).
30. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-03(1)(b).
31. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-03(1)(c)(d)(e).
32. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 401(a)-(c), 1992 WL 812389, at *1.
33. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-03(1)(e).
34. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-04(2).
35. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-04(4).
36. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-04(2) & (4).
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the value of the single non-originating components is determined by
the value of the transaction.37
Although there are similarities between NAFTA and this agree-
ment, the agreements do differ. The distinguishing points are that a
tariff change is not required in case of sufficient regional value, that
the manufacturer can choose the calculation method, and that the nec-
essary regional value percentages are significantly smaller.
In brief, a product must have thirty-two or twenty-six percent re-
gional value content depending on the calculation method used to
classify as a Mexican product under this agreement without a requisite
tariff change, which is clearly less demanding than the NAFTA.
3. Mexico-Bolivia
The Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement, which came into effect
one year after NAFTA, shows distinct similarities in the Rules of Ori-
gin with the other free trade agreements. Like the NAFTA and the
Mexico-Chile treaty, the Rules of Origin for automobiles with foreign
components are based on a regional value-content requirement. As in
the North-American approach, an additional tariff change is
necessary.
The general definition of native goods is set forth in Article 5-03 of
the Agreement and basically repeats the system demonstrated in the
other agreements. Accordingly, native goods are doubtless goods that
are obtained in its totality or produced in the territory,38 namely min-
erals, agricultural goods, and fish as defined in Article 5-01. 39 Moreo-
ver, native goods are also those produced in this territory exclusively
of native materials, 40 and manufactured products that contain non-na-
tive materials but fulfill further conditions, 41 which are named in the
Annex to Article 5-03 (special Rules of Origin). As in the other
agreements, an automobile that was produced in Mexico, but contains
foreign components, could only classify under the latter category as a
native good. Under the Annex to Article 5-03,42 which is again a
modified HTS, the headings 8703.21-8703.90 require simply a change
from any other heading. The change is automatically fulfilled through
assembly because of the different HTS Headings for automobiles and
37. Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement, art. 4-05(1)(a).
38. Free Trade Agreement, Sept. 10, 1994, Mex.-Bol., art. 5-03(1)(a), available at http://www.
sice.oas.org/Trade/mexbo-s/mbind.asp (last visited April 2, 2004) [hereinafter Mexico-Bolivia
Free Trade Agreement].
39. Id.
40. Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement, supra note 37, art. 5-03(1)(b).
41. Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement, supra note 37, art. 5-03(1)(c)(d).
42. Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement, supra note 37.
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car components. 43 Hence, the real hurdle is again the demanded
mandatory regional value content.
Similar to the other agreements there is a transaction value
method 44 and net cost method 45 used to calculate the value of the re-
gional content. The formulas are identical to the other treaties. Like
in NAFTA, the net cost method has to be used for the calculation of
regional value-content of automobiles. 46 The necessary regional value
content percentage for HTS Headings 8703.21 - 8703.90 is not deter-
mined in Article 5-15, 47 although it deals with goods of the automobile
industry, but can be found in the Annex to Article 5-03.48 For those
headings a regional value content of forty percent is required to clas-
sify as a Mexican/Bolivian product in virtue of Article 5-03(1)(d). 49
Hence, the Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement with the require-
ments of forty percent regional value-content and a simple tariff
change is below the NAFTJA rate, but is clearly a more demanding
standard, similar to the conditions presented in the Mexico-Chile Free
Trade Agreement.
4. Mexico-Costa Rica
In Article 5-03 of the Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agreement,
the familiar division of native goods into those obtained in its totality
or produced entirely inside the countries' territory,50 those produced
in Mexico or Costa Rica and consisting entirely of materials that clas-
sify as native goods,51 and those embodying non-native materials but
have undergone a certain procedure which compensates the lack of
purity crops up again. 52
Although there is a special provision for the goods of the automo-
bile industry,5 3 the requirements for HTS-Heading 8703.21-8703.90
are again not located there but are rather in the Annex to Art. 5-03, 54
which contains the well-known modified HTS. The requirements set
43. HTS Heading 8708.
44. Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement, supra note 37, art. 5-04(2).
45. Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement, supra note 37, art. 5-04(4).
46. Article 5-15(2)(a) names also HTS heading 8703.21 to 8703.90.
47. Mexico-Bolivia Free Trade Agreement, supra note 37.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Free Trade Agreement, Apr. 15, 1994, Mex.-Costa Rica, art. 5-03(1)(a), available at http://
www.sice.oas.org/Trade/Mexcr-s/mcrind.asp [hereinafter Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agree-
ment]. Again, what is meant are minerals, agricultural goods, and fish as defined in Article 5-01.
51. Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agreement, supra note 49, art. 5-03(1)(b).
52. Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agreement, supra note 49, art. 5-03(1)(c)(d).
53. Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agreement, supra note 49, art. 5-15.
54. Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agreement, supra note 49.
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forth by the modified HTS, demonstrate the basic structure of tariff
shift and mandatory regional value-content. Again, merely a change
from any other heading is required for HTS-Headings 8703.21-
8703.90. That change is fulfilled automatically through assembly be-
cause of the different HTS assignment for automobile parts.55 More-
over, it is determined that the regional content-value must not be
smaller than forty percent according to the net method, which is set
forth in Article 5-04(4)56 and consistent with the NAFTA net cost
method.57
In short, congruent with the scheme of other treaties there must be
a tariff change in Mexico or Costa Rica besides a regional value of at
least forty percent to achieve native good status for automobiles
which include foreign components.
5. Mexico-Colombia and Venezuela
The starting point here is the same as in the other agreements: Arti-
cle 6-03 undertakes the familiar distinction of originating goods into
goods that are produced entirely in the parties' territory58 or consist
entirely of native materials,59 and those that contain non-originating
materials but fulfill other requirements like tariff change and regional
value-content. 60 As usual, these additional requirements are set forth
in an Annex to this Article.
But in departure from the regular scheme, Chapter 87 of the HTS
which covers automobiles, is not included in this Annex. Instead, Ar-
ticle 4-05 of the Automotive Chapter determines that for these goods
the Rules of Origin established in Resolution 78 of the Committee of
ALAD161 Representative shall be applied. This resolution sets forth
the definition of originating goods. The structure is almost identical to
the definitions of the other treaties. Inter alia, goods are originating in
the participating member countries if they result from assembling op-
erations performed in a signatory member country by using materials
originating from countries that participate in the agreement and third
countries. However, the value of components from third countries
must not surpass fifty percent of the F.O.B. (Free on Board) price of
55. HTS-Heading 8708.
56. Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agreement, supra note 49.
57. NAFTA, supra note 11, art. 402(3).
58. Article 6-03(1)(a) of the Mexico-Columbia and Venezuela Free Trade Agreement with the
definition in Article 6-01: minerals, agricultural goods, and fish.
59. Article 6-03(1)(b) of the Mexico-Columbia and Venezuela Free Trade Agreement.
60. Article 6-03(1)(c)(d) of the Mexico-Columbia and Venezuela Free Trade Agreement.
61. Association for Latin American Integration.
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the final product.62 The value of the non-originating components is
determined through the port of destination price or the port of origin
price. A tariff change requirement is not included.
In other words, the agreement demands that automobiles assem-
bled in Mexico with native and foreign parts contain at least fifty per-
cent regional value to qualify as a native Mexican product. These
requirements are less demanding than NAFTA, but the mandatory re-
gional content rate is clearly higher than in many other treaties.
6. Mexico-Nicaragua
Native goods are defined in Article 6-03 in the customary manner.
As stated in previously discussed agreements, pure Mexican products
are accepted as native goods, but products that also contain non-Mexi-
can or non-Nicaraguan parts have to fulfill additional requirements
like tariff shift and regional content-value. 63
Although Article 6-15 covers goods in the automotive sector, it does
not name the necessary requirements for automobiles of HTS Head-
ing 8703.21-8703.90 with foreign parts to become native goods. In-
stead, those requirements (the specific Rules of Origin) are again
included in the Annex to Article 6-03 in the form of a modified HTS.
It is stated for HTS-Heading 8703.21-8703.90 that a tariff change from
any other heading must be accomplished and a regional content-value
of at least forty percent according to the net cost method must be
contained in the product. The net cost method formula is defined in
Article 6-04(4)64 and is in accordance with the formulas of the other
free trade agreements.
Hence, the agreement demands that automobiles assembled in
Mexico with native and foreign parts contain at least forty percent
regional content-value and a simple tariff change must be conducted.
These requirements are identical with those of the Mexico-Bolivia and
Mexico-Costa Rica Free Trade Agreements.
7. MEFTA
Unlike Mexico's Free Trade Agreements with North and South
America, the Rules of Origin in the Free Trade Agreement with the
European Union (EU) do not require a tariff change at all, but only
regional value content up to a certain degree. Accordingly, in Annex
62. Resolution 78(c) of the Committee of ALADI.
63. Article 6-03(1)(c)(d)(e) of the Mexico-Nicaragua Free Trade Agreement.
64. Of the Mexico-Nicaragua Free Trade Agreement.
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11165 we find a similar subdivision for originating goods like in the
other agreements, although the structure is slightly different. Article
2(1)(2)66 establishes a basic division for originating goods into those
products wholly obtained in Mexico or the EU, within the meaning of
Article 4, and minerals, agricultural goods and fish, and products with
components from outside Mexico which have nevertheless sufficient
Mexican/EU value-content within the meaning of Article 5.67
Surprisingly, there is no provision, like in the other treaties, that
goods produced in the parties' countries and consist exclusively of
originating materials are directly classified as originating goods.
Surely, the goods can easily fulfill all necessary conditions to achieve
originating goods status in virtue of Article 568 due to their pureness,
but it is unusual in comparison to the other free trade agreements that
those unmixed products are not regarded as originating goods auto-
matically without additional requirements.
As stated before, it is assumed that automobiles from foreign manu-
facturers assembled in Mexico always contain foreign parts and there-
fore can only get originating goods status through Article 5.69 The
article itself contains no information about the required percentage of
regional content-value, but refers to70 Appendix 1171 where we find
the well-known HTS in modified form.72
Contrary to its previous appearances, this version of the HTS is less
detailed with regard to the different HTS-Headings. While there are
special requirement comments for almost every automobile heading
in the previously illustrated treaties, a much broader division in this
HTS exists simply between vehicles other than railway or tramway
rolling-stock and parts of motor vehicles. 73
Hence, the regional content-value for all vehicles of Chapter 87
(and therefore also 8703.21-8703.90) besides railway or tramway roll-
ing stock is the same, namely sixty percent. The exact wording names
the percentage conversely and states that the used non-originating
materials must not exceed 40 percent of the ex-works price of the
65. Title I, Article 3 of the MEFTA determines that the Rules of Origin are set out completely
in Annex III.
66. Of Annex II, MEFTA.
67. Of Annex 1I, MEFTrA.
68. Of Annex II, MEFTA.
69. Of Annex III, MEFTA.
70. Article 5(1) 1. Sentence of Annex III, MEFTA.
71. Of the MEFTA.
72. Article 1(o) of Annex III, MEFTA.
73. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, app. 2, chapter 87.
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product. The ex-works price, in virtue of Annex III Article l(g),74 is
the price paid for the product ex-works to the manufacturer in Mexico
or the EU in whose undertaking the last working or processing is car-
ried out, provided the price includes the value of all materials used,
minus any internal taxes returned or repaid when the product ob-
tained is exported. Hence, in contrast to the other free trade agree-
ments, this treaty neither uses the transaction value or the net cost
method.
Annex III, Article 5(1) 3 Sentence 75 determines that if a product
has acquired originating status by fulfilling the regional value-content
conditions of Appendix II and is used in the manufacture of another
product, the conditions applicable to the product in which it is incor-
porated do not apply. This mirrors the NAFTA approach to limit the
"roll-up" and "roll-down" phenomenon. 76 Consequently, components
cannot count as complete originating goods for the production of
other products, if they themselves consist of a mix of originating and
non-originating materials. Like NAFTA, non-originating value will
remain non-originating through stages of assembly to the time when
the regional value content of the motor vehicle is calculated. Also,
the agreement contains a tracking requirement in Annex III, Title V 77
(Proof of Origin) to ensure sufficient accuracy for the calculation.
In conclusion, the Mexican-EU Free Trade Agreement demands
that automobiles assembled in Mexico must contain at least sixty per-
cent Mexican content to be regarded as Mexican products, without
any need for a tariff change. Since the NAFTA tariff change require-
ment is easy to accomplish, the Mexican-EU Free Trade Agreement is
almost as demanding as NAFTA.
8. Mexico-Israel
One could assume that the Mexico-Israel Free Trade Agreement
would follow the system we have seen in the treaty between Mexico
and the EU, waiving the tariff change requirement, which clearly is an
American approach. Surprisingly, this free trade agreement adopts
the mandatory tariff change.78 Besides this, the familiar division of
74. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, Annex III, art.
(1)(g).
75. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, Annex III, art.
(5)(1).
76. See the previous NAFTA explanations.
77. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, Annex III, title 5.
78. Free Trade Agreement, Apr. 10, 2000, Mex.-Isr., art. 3-02(1)(a), available at http://www.
sice.oas.org/Trade/meis-s/meis3.asp#Articulo%203-02 [hereinafter Mexico-Israel Free Trade
Agreement].
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native goods into those which consist totally of native materials 79 and
those which have foreign components and need to fulfill other re-
quirements,80 especially mandatory regional value-content are found
in the Mexico-Israel agreement. 81 These conditions are not named in
Article 3-15, although the Article refers to goods of the automotive
sector, but as usual the conditions are in modified form in the HTS as
Annex to Article 3-03.
Like in the EU treaty, the HTS is less detailed than in NAFTA and
sums up the HTS Headings 87.01-87.07 and thereby also HTS heading
8703.21-8703.90. As always, the tariff change merely has to be accom-
plished from any other heading and therefore represents no hurdle at
all. For reasons of clarity, it is set fort that the term "any other head-
ings" includes these headings inside the group. Unlike many other
treaties, the manufacturer can choose between the two calculation
methods, the transaction value method,82 and the net cost method.83
In brief, the regional value-content must be at least forty percent
according to the transaction value method or thirty percent according
to the net cost method and is thereby less demanding than other trea-
ties like NAFTA or the MEFTA. Besides this, a simple tariff change
has to occur.
9. Mexico-EFTA
By looking at this free trade agreement, one could assume he or she
is reading the Mexican-EU Agreement. The Mexico-EFTA treaty
came out one year after MEFTA and obviously took over the com-
plete conception of the Rules of Origin, although certain provision
numbers and the regional value-content percentages differ.
Accordingly, in Annex 184 the same subdivision for originating
goods is found as in MEFTA. Article 2(1)(2)85 establishes a basic di-
vision for originating goods into those products wholly obtained in
Mexico/EFTA within the meaning of Article 4,86 minerals, agricultural
goods and fish,87 and products with foreign materials but which have
79. Mexico-Israel Free Trade Agreement, supra note 77, art. 3-03(1)(a).
80. Mexico-Israel Free Trade Agreement, supra note 77, art. 3-03(1)(c).
81. Mexico-Israel Free Trade Agreement, supra note 77, art. 3-03(1)(b).
82. Mexico-Israel Free Trade Agreement, supra note 77, art. 3-04(2).
83. Mexico-Israel Free Trade Agreement, supra note 77, art. 3-04(4).
84. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, title II, art. 5.
85. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, Annex I, art.
2(1)(2).
86. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, Annex I, art. 2(1)(a)
& 2(2)(a).
87. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, Annex I, art. 4(1).
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undergone sufficient working in Mexico/EFTA within the meaning of
Article 5.88 As before, due to the general inclusion of foreign compo-
nents in cars assembled in Mexico this focus is on Article 5 of the
Annex.
Article 5 of the Annex states that these products must fulfill the
conditions set forth in Appendix 2 which, of course, contains a modi-
fied HTS. Appendix 2 mirrors verbatim the HTS version of the Mexi-
can-EU Agreement and thereby the extreme consolidation of dozens
of headings. Only the certain percentage rate is different. As seen
before, for Chapter 87, there is merely a distinction between vehicles
other than railway or tramway rolling-stock and parts thereof. It goes
without saying that HTS Heading 8703.21-8703.90 is included. The
modified HTS names, like the Mexican-EU treaty, the necessary per-
centage conversely by saying that the non-originating materials must
not exceed sixty percent of the ex-works price of the product. Hence,
the required regional value-content is only forty percent.
The definition of the ex-works price in Annex I, Article 189 is in
accordance with the definition in the Mexican-EU Agreement and
uses neither the transaction value, nor the net cost method. Just as
MEFTA, a tariff change is not mentioned in Appendix 2 and there-
fore not necessary. Moreover, Annex I, Article 5(1) 3 Sentence 90 con-
tains the exact same wording to limit the "roll-up" and "roll-down"
phenomenon. 91 To complete the list of similarities, Annex I, Title V
(Proof of origin) contains a tracing requirement for the components.
Consequently, the Mexican-EFTA agreement is significantly more
liberal than NAFTA or MEFTA regarding the necessary regional
value-content of only forty percent. The lack of the tariff change con-
dition, in contrast to NAFTA and other treaties, is not decisive be-
cause this requirement can be fulfilled easily anyway.
10. Mexico-Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador
Mexico's latest free trade agreement follows the American tradition
and contains the same basic elements for determining the origin of
goods like previous treaties among the American countries: tariff
change and regional value-content. The regularly structured defini-
tion of native goods can be found in Article 6-03.92 Automobiles are
once again assigned to native goods with foreign parts that fulfill the
88. Mexico-European Community Free Trade Agreement, supra note 64, Annex I.
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. See the previous NAFTA explanations.
92. Mexico-Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador Free Trade Agreement.
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tariff change and regional value-content requirement. The latter con-
ditions are set forth in Annex I to Article 6-03, 93 which contains, as
expected, a modified HTS and presupposes for headings 8703.21-
8703.90 a tariff change from any other heading and regional value-
content of at least fifty percent.
As a new feature, neither Annex I nor Article 6-15, which covers
goods of the automobile sector, determine the calculation method for
the regional value-content like in all the other free trade agreements.
The reason for this is that the parties only provided one method for all
the calculations, namely the transaction value method 94 and did not
include the alternative net cost method at all.
In other words, motor vehicles according to HTS heading 8703.21-
8703.90 have to contain a Mexican value-content of at least fifty per-
cent and undergo a simple tariff change in Mexico through assembly
to be regarded as Mexican native products. Consequently, the re-
quired regional value is lower than NAFTA or MEFTA, but still sig-
nificantly higher than in many other Mexican free trade agreements.
III. ANALYSIS
A. Mexico's Free Trade Agreements
Although Mexico's free trade agreements are negotiated with coun-
tries from all over the globe, they all show the same pattern. Their
basic constituent element for a product to classify as a native Mexican
good, despite the foreign components, is sufficient Mexican value-con-
tent. This makes sense because the local content is the foremost crite-
rion for assigning goods to particular regions. Nothing else can
determine the origin of goods as genuinely as the origin of the product
components.
Moreover, sixty percent of the free trade agreements demand a
tariff change. As for automobile manufacturers that produce in Mex-
ico, this requirement is hardly a real condition for their products to
become classified as native goods. The HTS contains different head-
ings for car components and final automobiles. Hence, a tariff change
is unavoidable if the assembly occurs in Mexico.
The rationale behind these stipulations can be determined easily:
only these foreign companies that build their own plants in Mexico
and use domestic components besides their imported parts shall be
allowed to take advantage of Mexico as a duty free platform. Regular
foreign traders cannot obtain these free trade benefits, because the
93. Mexico-Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador Free Trade Agreement, art. 6-03(1)(d).
94. Mexico-Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador Free Trade Agreement, art. 6-04(2).
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aforementioned conditions are not fulfilled merely through import.
The past has shown that these incentives are indeed powerful enough
to motivate foreign companies to undertake the necessary steps. The
automotive sector, with companies such as Volkswagen, Renault/Nis-
san, General Motors, Ford, DaimlerChrysler, BMW and Honda is
only one example of many.
Mexico's free trade agreements with Chile, EU, EFTA and Colom-
bia/Venezuela are those which do not require a tariff change at all. As
stated before, the aim for all countries is to achieve benefits for the
domestic industry. Hence, the question arises if the integration of this
condition really leads to an additional benefit that is not already
achieved through the mandatory regional value-content.
At first we have to realize that local value-content that is required
in all free trade agreements besides the tariff change, can only be ac-
complished through some kind of assembly. As stated before, all trea-
ties with the tariff change requirement only demand a change from
any other HTS Heading to the heading that symbolizes the final auto-
mobile. Considering that this change occurs automatically through
the same assembly that is necessary for fulfilling the regional value-
content requirement, it is obvious that it makes no real difference
whether an agreement presupposes tariff change or not.
This may be different with other products, because certain products
require that the tariff change from the components to the final prod-
uct not only occur from another HTS Heading, but from other HTS
Chapters. This tariff change would not be accomplished automatically
through assembly, if the used parts are assigned to the same chapter as
the final product. In this case, the tariff change would really be an
additional requirement that is not accomplished through fulfilling the
regional value condition.
The reason why the Mexican treaties with the EU and EFTA lack
the tariff change condition could be that the whole concept of tariff
change is traditionally an American approach to determine the origin
of a good. This is clearly demonstrated through the first occurrence of
this requirement in the CFTA.95 Hence, the European trade blocks
EU and EFTA have no historic association with this system and ap-
parently do not consider it as essential for the determination of the
product's origin. From this perspective it is remarkable that the Mexi-
can agreement with Israel actually contains a tariff change require-
ment. One could expect that Israel would rather follow the European
approach.
95. Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement.
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The reason why the Mexico-Colombia/Venezuela agreement does
not require a tariff change can also be found in the historic context.
This treaty did not include its own Rules of Origin at the time of its
enforcement, but simply referred to the ALAD196 Framework. This
system however was established by the Treaty of Montevideo in 1980,
long before the CFTA introduced the tariff change as an instrument to
determine the origin of products. Consequently, these Rules of Ori-
gin were created at a time when there was no influence from the
CFTA approach at all. Hence, these rules lack a tariff change require-
ment and focus only on the regional value-content element. Because
of the experience with other free trade agreements that came into
force after CFTA, it can be assumed that inherent Rules of Origin of
the Mexico-Colombia/Venezuela agreement would have contained a
tariff change requirement, had they been created in 1995 in lieu of the
ALADI reference.
The reasoning for the lack of the tariff change requirement in the
Mexico-Chile Free Trade Agreement is similar. This treaty included a
reference to the ALADI framework previous to its own Rules of Ori-
gin. As set forth, the ALADI omitted this condition and therefore it
appears that Mexico and Chile orientated themselves towards the for-
mer ALADI rules when they finally established their own Rules of
Origin.
If we compare the different regional value-content percentages, the
Mexico-Chile and the Mexico-Israel agreements are the lowest with
thirty-two and forty percent according to the transaction value
method, or twenty-six and thirty percent pursuant to the net cost
method. The reason for this liberal amount is probably that the auto-
mobile markets in Chile or Israel are relatively small and therefore
this sector does not have much significance. After this, we can iden-
tify a middle field with a forty percent requirement which consists of
the Mexican agreements with Bolivia, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and
EFFA. The next level with a fifty percent requirement includes the
two Mexican agreements with Colombia and Venezuela on the one
hand and Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador on the other. The
highest percentage of regional value-content can be found in NAFTA
with 62.5 percent and MEFTA with sixty percent. Hence, the amount
of necessary regional value obviously does not depend on any regional
characterization, because the order of the different countries is mixed
regardless of their location, but rather on the individual automobile
market situation. Without any doubt, the American and the EU mar-
96. Association for Latin American Integration.
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kets are the biggest and the most hard-fought automobile markets.
Therefore, it is understandable that the considerable advantage of
duty free access to these sought-after markets has to be paid through a
relatively high regional production share to generate benefits for the
domestic industries.
In the case of the automotive sector, the benefits for the EU and
United States domestic industries are comparably low in comparison
to the Mexican benefits, because significantly more automobiles are
exported from Mexico to the EU or the United States than con-
versely. But one has to consider that the free trade agreements cover
many product areas and in exchange for the imbalance in this sector,
the EU and United States domestic industries take advantage of other
sectors to achieve a balance in the end. Surprisingly, Mexico in total
imports more goods from the EU, than it exports to it. 97 The imports
from and exports to the United States, on the other hand, are an ex-
cellent example of an almost achieved balance. 98
The main conclusion that can be drawn from the comparison of the
different free trade agreements is the following: once a manufacturer
in Mexico achieves to classify his product that includes foreign parts as
a Mexican product in the understanding of NAFTA, he attains not
only free trade inside the NAFTA area, but also to all other countries
with which Mexico has signed free trade agreements. The reason is
that the NAFTA Rules of Origin contain the most strict requirements
of all free trade agreements, namely the highest percentage of neces-
sary regional value-content and the tariff shift. Hence, once these re-
quirements are fulfilled and a Mexican product has been created from
the NAFTA point of view, this product will meet the requirements of
all the other treaties simultaneously. Even though three free trade
agreements do not even require a tariff shift, this procedure does not
disservice the classification as a native Mexican product, if the re-
gional value-content aspect is satisfied. Consequently, a foreign inves-
tor who originally only aimed at the NAFTA market and chose
Mexico as a manufacturing location to accomplish a native NAFTA
product, has today duty free access to thirty-two countries without any
further efforts.
97. 2000: Exports Mexico-EU: 5.6 Billion US$, Imports Mexico-EU 14.7 Billion US$ - Source:
Ministry of the Economy at the Embassy of Mexico in Washington, D.C. (available at www.nafta
works.org).
98. 2000: Exports Mexico-USA 147.6 Billion US$ - Imports Mexico-USA 127.5 Billion US$ -
Source: Ministry of the Economy at the Embassy of Mexico in Washington, D.C. (available at
www.naftaworks.org).
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B. Use of Mexico as a Global Trade Hub
As set forth, Mexico can be used as a global trade hub and many
foreign companies already take advantage of this possibility. An ex-
planation of the application of the free trade agreements can be made
by analyzing the trade data of two famous Mexican products:
Chrysler's PT Cruiser and Volkswagen's New Beetle.
Both products are mainly developed for the United States and Ca-
nadian automotive market and therefore most of the exports from
Mexico go to these two countries. In the years 2000, 2001, 2002, ap-
proximately eighty-nine percent of all PT Cruisers were exported to
the United States and Canada. 99 The estimation for 2003 is with
eighty-five percent only slightly below this average. 100 Likewise,
eighty percent of all New Beetle exports go to the United States and
the second most important market for this automobile is also Ca-
nada. 10 1 But while the PT Cruiser is exported directly from Mexico to
sixty-four countries, Volkswagen chose another strategy. It supplies
the Unites States, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Israel, Japan, and Ger-
many directly from Mexico, and conducts the remaining exports from
Germany.
The PT Cruiser consists of sixty percent of Mexican components
and forty percent of foreign components with respect to the value of
the modules. These numbers are surprising at first glance, because the
most important NAFTA market requires 62.5 percent regional value-
content and it seems that the PT Cruiser cannot fulfill this condition.
However, this approach is misleading because almost all foreign com-
ponents come from the United States and Canada, both NAFTA
members. Even fifty-five percent of the entire PT Cruiser consists of
components which come from these two countries; only one percent
of the parts comes from Europe and forty-four percent of the parts
are domestic. Hence, despite the sixty percent Mexican value-con-
tent, the PT Cruiser altogether has much more than 62.5 percent
NAFTA value-content which makes it clearly a product originating in
the NAFTA region. Therefore, the PT Cruiser can be imported into
the United States and Canada from Mexico without paying any tariffs.
Chrysler seizes the opportunity to obtain the missing 2.5 percent
NAFIA content through United States parts instead of Mexican com-
ponents. As an American company it wants to include as much of its
99. All trade data regarding to the PT Cruiser come from DaimlerChrysler; 2000: USA sixty-
nine percent, Canada six percent; 2001: USA seventy-two percent, Canada ten percent; 2002:
USA ninety percent, Canada five percent.
100. 2003 estimation: USA 77 percent, Canada seven percent.
101. All trade data regarding the New Beetle come from Volkswagen.
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American know-how and technology as possible. Inside NAFTA, it
makes no difference if the product parts come from the United States,
Mexico or Canada.
Most noteworthy, as to the existing sixty percent Mexican value-
content, is that the PT Cruiser thereby classifies as a native Mexican
product regarding the MEFTA and all other treaties which have less
demanding regional value-content requirements than NAFTA or
MEFTA. Moreover, the second requirement of most free trade agree-
ments, the tariff change, is fulfilled through the assembly process in
Mexico. Hence, the PT Cruiser achieves duty free access in all Mexi-
can free trade agreements and Chrysler has reached thirty-two coun-
tries without paying any tariffs.
The situation for Volkswagen's New Beetle is very similar. This au-
tomobile contains slightly more than the required 62.5 percent Mexi-
can value-content and fulfills the regional-value content requirement
of all Mexican free trade agreements. The New Beetle is exported
directly to free trade partners like the United States, Canada, Ger-
many and Israel. Using Germany for further exports allows Volk-
swagen as a German company to coordinate its distribution through
the same export hubs.
Besides this, the duty free access for the New Beetle as a native
Mexican product is not lost because it is exported to Germany first.
Assuming, that the New Beetle is exported from Germany to Switzer-
land, it will obtain duty free access pursuant to the Mexico-EFTA free
trade agreement. According to a Volkswagen representative, the New
Beetle was planned to be a vehicle highly integrated in Mexico, in
order to comply not only with NAFTA and MEFTA Rules of Origin,
but also with the Rules of Origin of other treaties signed by Mexico.
It is clearly stated, that in this globalization era companies do not
think anymore of local production for every world region. Instead,
companies nowadays think of production in a competitive country for
the world.
IV. CONCLUSION
Only time can tell if Mexico will be able to maintain and expand it's
illustrated extraordinary position in the world trade or if other coun-
tries, like highly praised China, will become dominant production
places of this century. Surely, the labor costs in China are unbeatable
and counteract Mexico's free trade power, but the deciding factor will
be China's ability to achieve decent production conditions for sensi-
tive high-tech goods like automobiles.
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While Mexico has already proven that, China has yet to supply evi-
dence. Honda dared a first step towards China and will soon start
production there for overseas export. If they can cope with this chal-
lenge, others will follow.
